The Voices Israel Group of Poets in English announces
the Second Bar Sagi Young Poets Prize Competition, 2021
The Bar Sagi Young Poets Prize competition commemorates a talented young Israeli poet, Bar
Sagi, who died at the age of fifteen. The competition was established by Bar’s family and is
administered by the Voices Israel Group of Poets in English.
The 2021 competition is open to Israeli school students, and this year we are also opening it to
students from some Jewish schools outside Israel.
Submission dates: November 15, 2020 through January 15, 2021.
Cash prizes will be awarded to three winning poems: 600 NIS first prize, 400 NIS second prize,
200 NIS third prize – or the equivalent in the winner’s local currency. One or more other poems
may be awarded an Honorable Mention.
There is no fee for entering the competition.
Competition rules and submission guidelines
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•
•
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•

The competition is open to young poets aged 12 to 19 when the poem was written.
Poets may use their whole name, first name, or a pseudonym. We will not publish any contact
information.
Poets submit by sending up to three poems, by email, in one file – either in the body of the
email, or as an attached Word file – to barsagivoices@gmail.com.
The parent or guardian’s name and mailing address, and the child’s age when the poems were
written, must be included somewhere within the document.
Poems may be in any style and on any subject, but each must have no more than 41 lines
(not including title), and they must be in English.
Poems must be previously unpublished. The poets retain sole copyright of their poems.
Prizes will be presented by Bar Sagi’s family, and the winning poets will read their poems, at
a prize-giving ceremony held by Voices Israel, usually together with the prize-giving for the
Reuben Rose competition, Voices Israel’s annual poetry competition for adults.
The winning poems, and Honorable Mention poems if there are any, will be published in the
annual Voices Israel anthology. Upon acceptance, a parent or legal guardian must sign a
release allowing us to publish the poem.

For information about the 2020 competition and its winners, and a PDF file of the 2020 winning
poems, see https://www.voicesisrael.com/bar-sagi-prize.
For further questions, contact Susan Bell, the administrator of the competition, at
sujubell@gmail.com.
Voices Israel is a fully accredited and approved organization registered since 1993 with the Israel
Organizations Authority: number 580197036.

